We compute the momentum distribution of helium atoms and hydrogen molecules absorbed within an ordered bundle of carbon nanotubes. The results vary significantly as a function of coverage and manifest the strong anisotropy and localization of this geometry. For example, the root-mean-square momentum component perpendicular to the bundle axis can be about three times larger for interstitial molecules than for molecules moving in an axial phase confined by a cylindrical film of particles coating the tube's inner wall. These results ͑which are consequences of the uncertainty principle͒ indicate that the momentum distribution is a useful signature of the local geometry and quantum state of the absorbed particles in nanotube bundles.
Much interest has been attracted to the problem of gases absorbed within carbon nanotubes, 1-11 motivated by both fundamental physics and the potential for application in gas storage, separation, and sensing. Experimental evidence suggests that quantum gases like helium and hydrogen could be especially strongly absorbed in this environment.
1, 2, 5, 12, 13 Theoretical calculations of several groups have also found the adsorption potential to be highly attractive for small atoms and molecules due to the high coordination in the curved environment. 13, 14 The properties of this adsorbate are of fundamental interest because of the reduced dimensionality they manifest. 15, 16 One of the many techniques suitable for characterizing adsorbed particles is neutron scattering. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] For a high surface area material, such scattering data ͑elastic or inelastic, coherent or incoherent͒ can provide information about the static ͑e.g., ordered structural͒ and dynamic ͑e.g., diffusive͒ properties. In this paper, we compute the momentum distribution, which is probed by incoherent inelastic neutron scattering. We find this to be a sensitive probe of the state of the adsorbate, enabling one to distinguish between alternative adsorption locations and configurations. This discrimination can be quite valuable because other kinds of experimental information ͑e.g., thermodynamics͒ tend to provide complementary information ͑e.g., about structure or energy͒.
When ordered bundles of clean, opened carbon nanotubes are exposed to a helium or hydrogen vapor, it is expected that adsorption occurs in both the interstitial channels and within the tubes. 12 Inside the tubes, the particles first coat the tube's inner wall, forming a cylindrical shell-gas phase. 14, 24 As the density of the inner atoms or molecules increases beyond a certain value, the film will solidify, with the particles localized in a cylindrical lattice ͑shell-localized phase͒. For sufficiently high chemical potential ͑or pressure͒, the region in the center of the tube starts to become populated, forming an axial phase. 24 We calculate the momentum distribution of the four different phases mentioned above, i.e., the interstitial-channel phase, the shell-gas phase, the shelllocalized phase, and the axial phase. The contribution of each phase to the total momentum distribution is proportional to the number of particles in each phase. Reference 24 discusses the coverage as a function of the thermodynamic variables. Here we assume that the temperature is zero, i.e. each phase is in its ground state. Of the four phases discussed here, only the shell-localized phase manifests correlations between the adsorbed particles. The other phases exhibit distinctive effects of the confinement by the host.
To compute the momentum distribution of one single particle, we Fourier-transform the single-particle wave function (r ᠬ ),
The occupation number of momentum states is n(k ᠬ ) ϭ͉a(k ᠬ )͉ 2 . We first focus our attention on the distribution of momentum perpendicular to the axis ͑z͒ of the nanotube,
where K ជ ϭ(k x ,k y ). If the wave function is cylindrically symmetric, i.e., (r ᠬ ) depends only on the distance r to the axis,
where
The number of particles per unit increment dK in an interval ͓K,KϩdK͔ is N(K)ϭ2K n(K) in an azimuthally isotropic situation. This applies to the axial phase, the shell-gas phase, and the interstitial-channel phase, if we neglect the anisotropy. Here we show that the momentum distributions of the four phases are distinguishable from the different widths in momentum space. With these considerations in mind, we calculate the momentum distribution in the following way. Let N local (k r ,k ,k z ) be the momentum distribution of one particle localized in a particular position in the shell, characterized by its cylindrical coordinates (R,,z). Then we evaluate the momentum distribution N(k) as the integral
The delta function selects those particles with the appropriate momentum. We assume that the function N local (k r ,k ,k z ) is a product of three Gaussians, as determined from ab initio calculations. The results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for 4 He and H 2 , respectively, where we plot the function n(k) for each phase.
The momentum distribution in the interstices is the broadest, as expected due to the high confinement in real space, followed by the shell-localized, shell-gas, and axial phases. Notice that the shell-gas phase shows rings as a consequence of the confinement of the ground-state wave function far from and homogeneously around the axis. The rings are evident from Eq. ͑3͒ in the limiting case when (r)ϳ␦(rϪR) so that a(K)ϳRJ 0 (KR). The oscillations are lost when the density of the shell increases and the localized phase replaces the gas phase. Table I gives the mean square values of the momentum k rms ϭͱ͗k x 2 ͘. For H 2 , the state dependence is most dramatic; k rms for the interstitial phase is more than three times that for the shell gas. In the shell-localized phase, k rms varies with the shell density in the form,
as derived from Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑5͒.
Regarding the momentum distribution in the z direction, we evaluated the function n(k z ), for the shell-localized and interstitial phases ͓the axial and shell-gas phases are homogeneous in the z direction, consequently n(k z )ϳ␦(k z )͔. For the shell-localized phase, the mean-square momentum is ͗k z 2 ͘ϭ1/2 ␥(), whose values are presented in Table I . Notice that these mean values are lower than the corresponding for the interstitial gas. For finite T the momentum distribution is calculated by integrating over the Boltzmannweighted distribution of axial wave vectors k ͑in the classical-statistics density regime͒,
and the mean value reads
.
͑8͒
For 4 He in an ordered aligned bundle of ͑18,0͒ nanotubes, the band energy E(k) is centered around ϳϪ370 K with a narrow bandwidth of ϳ0.2 K. 25 The mean values of ͱ ͗k z 2 ͘ are 1.415 Å Ϫ1 and 1.406 Å Ϫ1 for kϭ0 and /a, respectively, so the temperature does not significantly affect this calculation so long as higher bands ͑separated by ϳ10 K but dependent on the detailed tube wrapping angles and relative orientations, with some cases yielding axially incommensurate structures͒ are not occupied. These values correspond to axis-parallel kinetic energies E z ϳ11 K. The high energy ͑like the narrow band width͒ is a consequence of the highly corrugated potential along the interstitial channel for this bundle geometry. Note that the single-particle axial absorbate band structure could be sensitive to variations in tube wrapping angles and relative orientations, and interparticle interactions could become important at higher coverages, partcularly in certain geometries.
In a situation where adsorption occurs in all sites inside and between tubes, the total momentum distribution would be a weighted sum of the four contributions, N total ͑ k ͒ϭA inter N inter ϩA shell-gas N shell-gas ϩA shell-loc N shell-loc ϩA axial N axial . ͑9͒
The weight factors A . . . depend on the particle distribution and hence the chemical potential. For the tube geometries studied, the first contribution to appear is A inter N inter (k). The next is the shell-gas term, making rings in the momentum distribution. As the coverage increases, A shell-gas goes to zero, and the localized term A shell-loc N shell-loc (k) replaces it, washing out the rings. Finally, the last term would add a lowmomentum contribution. If some of the sites were excluded, for instance if the tubes are closed, that would be revealed by the absence of the corresponding term in the momentum distribution.
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